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Introduction. Problem.
Year 2020 showed us increasing censorship on all major social media platforms.
Something which was previously hidden and subtle, finally showed up in full
scale.
None of those platforms owners indicated any hesitation in continuing growing of
that censorship machine.
At the end of May 2020 Twitter showed, what exactly their powers are capable of
by censoring tweets of the actual President Of United States, a person who is
backed by majority of American People has been censored by AMERICAN
(theoretically) social media company.
It didn't stop there. As neither punishment nor self-reflection occurred, more
censorship has been applied to messages sent by the POTUS and by ordinary
people.
The only difference between current times and the pre-May2020 era is that social
media companies no longer pretend to care what people think about their voices
being suppressed.
What followed next was a clear apartheid 2.0 directed against any conservative
thinking. Against ANY thinking not in the favour of social platforms and
mainstream media's.

Solution.
Year 2020 just confirmed that building an uncensorable social platform is a key
to free speech and work on Omega Blockchain should speed up.
Whatever opinion people have, left or right or centre, whatever colour of their
skin, they HAVE to be allowed to speak freely and be treated equally.
That is up to all of US, if we want to continue to hear from them or we just
prefer to turn our backs on them and go listen to someone else.
Gagging and erasing those who we don't want to hear shouldn't have a place in
modern society.
A social platform built on blockchain technology will not allow anyone to be
erased or be a tool for suppressing someone's views.
Whatever is written in blockchain will stay there forever.

First steps toward success.
As a base for Omega social platform I did choose an abandoned scam coin
blockchain OmegaCoin.Network.
Omega is a clone of Super7Coin, which is a clone of Dash, which is a clone of
Bitcoin.
I don't see a reason to make another blockchain when there are so many abandoned
ones just waiting to be recycled and new life injected into.
In that respect I would like to thank Satoshi Nakamoto and all Bitcoin and Dash
developers for their continuous hard work on blockchain development.

Original coin specifications:
Algorithm : X11
Block Time : 60 seconds
Max Coin Supply (PoW phase): 20 Million OMEGA
Max Coin Supply (PoS Phase): Infinite
Block Size : 2 MB

Minimum Stake Age : 8 hours
Transaction Confirmation : 100 blocks
Masternode requirement : 1.000 OMEGA
Block Reward 30% Masternode , 60% Miner
Initial supply 580,000 OMEGA
Current supply approaching 27,000,000 OMEGA
As of today Omega blockchain is still a Proof of Work chain with X11 Algorithm.
Specifications will definitely change accordingly to evolving Omega platform
requirements.
All OMEGA coins will be still usable, but subject to forks.
No blockchain swaps will occur in development phase unless critical to data
safety.

Hardware requirements.
An Omega masternode requires 1GB of RAM with 1GB of swap file and single core
64 bit processing power. Scaling up blockchain capabilities will require
upgrading masternode hardware as more processing power will require to handle
growing message quantity and complexity. A requirement of a 4 Core Processor
with 8GB RAM is anticipated in the late stages of development.

Roadmap.
1. Initial announcement of takeover of abandoned chain. 16 Feb 2019
2. Building website and coin explorers
- Website: http://omegablockchain.net/
- Explorer: http://www.explorer.omegablockchain.net/
- Explorer2 : https://openchains.info/coin/omega
3. Rebranding and building Social channels
- Discord: https://discord.gg/nYQfKdc
- Bitcointalk : https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5110642
- Twitter : https://twitter.com/omegablockchain
- Telegram: https://t.me/GyNlCE58N8
4. Continuing updating existing wallet
- https://github.com/OmegaBlockchain/omegacoin/releases
5. Qt wallet dedicated tab for anonymous messaging off the chain.
6. Expanding Anonymous Messaging to other operating systems
-Android https://github.com/OmegaBlockchain/trollbox/releases
7. Upgrading existing blockchain to meet new requirements.
8. Upgrading Proof of Work hashing Algorithm to atchieve stability needed.
9. Building in Qt wallet blockchain explorer for reliability and independence.
10. Direct encrypted message between 2 addresses
11. Make messages recorded in blockchain (free or small fee)
12. Pairing username with pubkey with recording it on blockchain
reserve/register short names for private sale
13. Deploy unique ID/ username serving masternodes

14. Name server after approving would sign multi-sign transaction recording
username/pub key pair.
15. Direct message to username
16. Qt tab for non-anon messaging (using usernames)
17. Deploy private rooms and Qt tab for messaging in private rooms
18. Reaction to message - Message attributes
comment ,retweet(echo), upvote, downvote (something more?)
19. Reaction to user - user attributes
follow, mute , block, like(upvote) , don't like(downvote) (something more?)
20. Counters for message attributes
21. Counters for user attributes
22. Private, secure list of follow, mute, blocked, liked(upvote), not
liked(downvote) users
23. Public anonymous list of blocked, liked(upvote), not liked(downvote) users
24. Pictures adding and filtering using Pattern Recognition System built in
masternode
25. Video servers
26. Large Text message compression using 7Zip or other solution
27. Decide about algo/proof/mining/mn/pos/asic etc and prepare to fork

Final word.
I would like to invite you to join us at Omega GitHub and help us build a tool
for free speech.
Humanity needs you.

